Synfini
DLT as a Service
from ASX

Transform
your business
with Synfini
Welcome to a world of collective
intelligence, innovation and new
value creation.
ASX’s DLT as a Service, Synfini is reshaping the way in which
businesses operate, innovate, and collaborate. We are
removing intra-company and inter-company trust barriers
by empowering organisations to work together to create
new digital business processes and share “need-to-know’
ledger data with permissioned parties in the workflow.
With Synfini, your business can easily connect with ASX’s
powerful ecosystem of approximately 4,000 existing
customers - participants, corporates, payment systems,
software developers and data providers.

Perfect
synchronicity
and clarity
By digitising single and complex workflows or applications
for single as well as multi-party business process
improvement, organisations will experience a seamless,
perfectly synchronised way of working together.
DLT as a Service offers frictionless workflows and a flexible
easy-to-access system that can be customised to meet your
unique business needs.

Take control
Synfini harnesses best in class technology to deliver
a highly secure environment and put you in control.

Daml Smart
contracts

Single source
of truth

With workflow and
transaction logic agreed
in advance, Daml
automatically enforces
entitlements, obligation
rules and conditional
sharing of data.

Each party has invite
only and permissioned
access to a synchronised
and real-time immutable
audit trail, removing
discrepancies, delays
and the need for manual
reconciliation.

Secure
permissions

Tamper-proof
records

Automated consent
management and
sovereignty to data
owners ensures each
party only sees the
data on the ledger that
they have permission
to access.

Synfini’s committer
nodes sit across
several data centres,
and use Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT)
technology, making it
reliable and trustworthy
for all parties in each
workflow.

Leverage world-leading technology
ASX Synfini enables your
business to focus on its core
priorities. As we manage the
DLT infrastructure, ledger,
network, data protection
and governance, your
business can leverage worldleading technologies without
the associated cost, risk or
complexity.
Tap into the expertise of
the ASX community to
accelerate time-to-market,
with repeatable frameworks
to speed up the ideation
process. And stay in control
of your data and who
can see it on our secure,
expertly-governed platform.

Enhanced
productivity

• Once your business is

connected you can deploy
applications quickly and
efficiently.

• Automatically verifies

transactions instantly.

• Persistence layer agnostic.
• Reuse and extend your
code without rewrites.

Absolute
reliability

• A
 tomic composability -

everything gets executed
together, or nothing at all.

• P
 roper authorisation for

all actions on a contract.

• D
 eterministic Execution
- execution of a DAML
program is always
reproducible across all
nodes in a network.

Complete
flexibility

• Create predictable
behaviour.

• Improve accuracy to
reduce risk.

• Enhance controls and
sharpen governance.

• Manage sensitive data.
• Start small with the ability
to grow your network.

Creating strong
foundations

Balance innovation
with trust

With access to the ASX’s DLT as a Service, you have
all the building blocks to create a strong foundation
for your business:

ASX has an established track record of reliability and
excellence in running key infrastructure - with approximately
4,000 organisations part of the ASX ecosystem, millions of
transactions per day, and over $4.5T value of assets held.

• Designing

shared and automated workflows
and applications to streamline processes both
internally and with organisations you interact with,
• Creating

vast possibilities for business
model innovation,
• Accelerating time to market, and
• DLT

as a Service synchronised ecosystem
wide upgrade and innovation

At the same time we have a strong reputation for
governance excellence, operating highly available
networks and infrastructure.
Our central role in Australia’s financial industry
and our connected ecosystem accelerates
innovation and facilitates collaboration.

Enterprise.
Synchronised.
The next generation of
connected enterprise
where collaboration
meets imagination.
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